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AJSS Gas Turbine Tech Talk 
Bleed Valve and Guide Vanes   
 

Today we are going to look at two important (and often misunderstood) components of the 
gas turbine engine – the bleed valve and the variable guide vanes (VGV). We will investigate 
their purpose, how they work, and how they are used in the start cycle.  In a future talk we 
will discuss other ways in which they are used to achieve different control objectives.   
 
First, a qualification.  This discussion applies to gas turbines with axial flow compressors and 
turbines.  Below is an illustration of an axial flow compressor.  The fluid (air) flow is in a line 
nearly parallel to shaft rotation through a series of alternating stationary and rotating stages 
of air foils.  Refer to the illustration below.  The stationary air foils are grey in colour, and are 
referred to as stators, and the rotating air foils are yellow in colour, and are referred to as 
blades.  The blades impart kinetic energy to the gas (increase its velocity) and the velocity 
converts to pressure in the diffusing action of the stators, where it is directed at the correct 
angle to the next stage for further compression.  The first stage is preceded by a stationary 
inlet guide vane which directs the flow at the correct angle for the first stage of 
compression.   

 
 
The compressor moves a compressible fluid opposite to the direction of natural flow – to 
one of increasing pressure.  Should the energy input at each stage fall below the required 
level to maintain flow in the left-to-right direction in the above illustration then the flow will 
cease or even reverse.  When this condition arises, the compressor is said to be in a state of 
surge.  Surge can begin initially at one stage of compression which stops flow and rapidly 
deteriorates into a full-blown reversal or surge.  An important part of the compressor design 
is called stage matching in which each stage is designed to deliver air to the next stage 
under the optimum conditions of flow, pressure and direction.  
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Compressors are best represented by a map of Flow vs Pressure Rise.  All compressors are 
designed to operate over a specific range of pressure (head) rise and flow rate for any speed 
of rotation (N) up to its physical limit.  Refer to the compressor map below.  The objective is 
to maintain the operating point to the right of the surge line at all times. 

 
 
Surge or flow reversal occurs during operation to the left of the surge line, in areas of low 
flow and/or high pressure rise.  The lines denoted Nx are lines of constant speed, increasing 
upward.  Moving along a line of constant speed, as the flow decreases, the pressure rise 
increases, the compressor moves closer to the surge line.  The faster the compressor 
rotates, the more flow it can pass and the higher pressure rise can be achieved.  This 
translates into higher output power and better efficiency from the gas turbine.  Surge is a 
particular concern during the start cycle, when airflow through the compressor is low, but 
the pressure rise can be high, if not properly controlled. 
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The primary function of both the bleed valve and the guide vanes is compressor surge 
avoidance.  This is achieved by reducing the backpressure and controlling the air flow to 
keep the operating envelope to the right of the surge line and out of the surge area. 

BLEED VALVE  
 
The bleed valve functions to reduce the pressure rise in the compressor by diverting some 
of the airflow to atmosphere.  This provides a lower pressure differential path than the rest 
of the engine (combustor and hot section) for the air. During start cycle low speed 
operation, surge can occur at a relatively low pressure rise so the bleed valve must be open.  
As the speed and flow rate increase, the head making capability of the compressor increases 
and surge can be avoided even with full flow through the compressor and maximum 
backpressure.  At a certain minimum speed, depending on the compressor design 
characteristics, the bleed valve can be allowed to go fully closed.  On some gas turbines, the 
bleed valve modulates between open and closed over a range of speed.   
 
There is an engine performance and efficiency penalty with an open bleed valve. With less 
air going into the combustor, the engine runs richer and hotter with a lower mass flow than 
it would with the bleed valve closed.  Also, the compressor is designed for a specific 
pressure rise and airflow at a given speed and lowering that through bleed air loss reduces 
the efficiency of the compressor.   
 
Opening the bleed valve during the start cycle reduces engine power, hence the ability of 
the engine to accelerate under its own power.  The starter has to work harder.  The gas 
turbine designer must compromise between maintaining maximum power and efficiency 
and surge avoidance.  A gas turbine typically runs close to the surge line during start up in 
order to maintain an acceptable rate of acceleration.  This is why proper compressor 
maintenance and cleanliness is critical.  Start performance will suffer with a poorly 
maintained compressor, usually resulting in “hung” starts (failure of the engine to accelerate 
to the speed where the starter can drop out and the engine can self-sustain on its own 
power).   
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VARIABLE GUIDE VANES 
 
The stationary air foils (stators or vanes) in the forward, low pressure stages of the axial flow 
compressor can pivot to optimize the attack angle of the airflow across the vane and to the 
ensuing rotating stage.  This allows the compressor to operate more efficiently over a wider 
range of airflow and helps to avoid surge by moving the surge line to the left side of the 
compressor map at low speeds and airflow.  All of the variable stages move together, each 
stage optimized at an angle appropriate for that stage.  Refer to the photo below which 
illustrates the general principle.  The individual actuation arms move each stage and are 
connected to an actuator bar that moves the entire mechanism in unison.  The individual 
arms are shown disconnected from the main bar.  The attaching point is seen on the end of 
each extension of the main bar, where the threaded studs are seen.  The entire mechanism 
is moved by a hydraulic or electronic actuator (yellow cylinder at the front of the engine). 
 

  
 
The diagram below illustrates the principle.  The figure at the left is the normal position 
(open) and the figure at the right is a position for low air flow (closed).  The vanes are 
modulated between closed and open to a defined schedule of movement based on gas 
producer speed.  They will be more closed at lower speed when airflow is low.  They are 
fully open to their normal design attack angle for operation under load. 
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Only the first few stages of compression will have variable geometry with moveable vanes. 
With increasing gas producer speed, the air flow and pressure rise in the compressor will 
increase sufficiently to where there is no longer a need to vary the attack angle of the vanes.  
 
Let’s go back to the start cycle and illustrate how the guide vanes work for surge avoidance 
here.  As the gas producer starts to rotate, the guide vanes are in their closed position as 
shown in the illustration on the right side above.  This increases the compressor efficiency at 
low speed and moves the surge line further away from the operating point.  As the airflow 
and pressure rise increase with increasing gas producer speed, the guide vanes must open 
to maintain the optimum attack angle through the speed range.  
 
The role of the bleed valve and guide vanes does not end once the engine is started and on 
load.  They can be used in other operating scenarios such as overspeed protection and 
emission control in dry low emission systems.  We will save that discussion for a future Tech 
Talk post. 


